TENNESSEE STATE ASSOCIATION OF SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE CLUBS, INC.
OFFICIAL STATE OUTFIT
Description: Dress and ruffle are made from lavender Golden Strand broadcloth.
Neckline, bottom of sleeves, and ruffle are bound at bottom with #64 (purple)
Wright’s bias tape. A large iris is appliquéd on the skirt while a smaller one is
appliquéd on the bodice. The word “Tennessee” is monogrammed in green to match
the leaves of the iris over the large iris on the skirt.
Man’s shirt (bought or made) is lavender with a large iris appliqué on center back.
The word “Tennessee” is monogrammed in green centered on the back yoke of the
shirt. Black pants complete the outfit.
Pattern: Women: Authentic pattern #280 or basic bodice with sweetheart neck
and puffed sleeves. Skirt can be made from circle skirt pattern, placing ruffle as
shown in drawing. It is highly recommended that you line the dress.
Men: McCall’s 6383 or purchased lavender shirt. Purchased black pants.
Bows: Narrow purple grosgrain ribbon.
Appliqué: Petals are purple and lavender fabric. Stem and leaves are #44 (green)
Wright’s wide bias tape pressed open. Center of petals are pale yellow fabric.
Trace pieces on fabric and stitch witchery using a dressmaker’s pencil, chalk, or
trace with dressmaker’s carbon. Cut out pieces and layer the appliqué as shown in
drawing. Steam appliqué and stitch witchery onto a thick piece of pelon. Top stitch
around appliqué then cut away excess pelon. To prevent puckering, place a piece of
pelon under the garment before basting, top stitching or pinning appliqué securely
in place on garment. Complete the appliqué by stitching around edges using
medium width zigzag or satin stitch as close together as sewing machine will feed.

Caution: When printing, be sure your printer’s settings do not reduce size of
pieces.
• Straight side of top left of large iris is approximately 3 3/4” long.
• Straight side of top left of small iris is approximately 2 1/4” long.
• Left side of center stem of large iris leaves is approximately 3 3/8” long to
bottom edge of leaves.
• Left side of center stem of small iris leaves is approximately 2 7/8” long to
bottom edge of leaves.

Monogram is actual size. Use green thread to match iris leaves. Center monogram
over iris. See picture for correct placement.

